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Executive Summary
This report provides an analysis of the state of technology in the City
of DeKalb. This report provides background information and explains
the responsibilities of the Information Technology Department. It then
continues on to evaluate where the City is at in technology, explains
what has been accomplished, and outlines the next steps and outcomes.
The goal of this report is to inform the Council and public on what
Information Technology does, its impact on the organization, and the
overall expected outcomes. The last of these being the most observable
but requiring the less visible steps to ensure the outcomes are intended
and expected.
Information Technology is a service department to the City mainly
in a support role. The over-arching mission is to provide relevant
information to Elected Officials, city staff, residents, businesses, and
visitors. This information is provided in the most efficient and costeffective way using technology. The technology used by the City is
procured, maintained, and disposed of through Information Technology.
Additionally, IT is tasked to evaluate processes where appropriate,
and streamline to make improvements and gain efficiencies. Project
Management is another role that IT provides. Finally, IT is tasked with
compliance development.
The current state of technology is broken into two categories. The first
is the technology maturity level of the City, which describles the level
of technology which the City utilizes. The second is the data maturity
level which describes the level at which the City is using the data it
collects.
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Information Technology Department
The Information Technology Department (IT) within local government is evolving as the
demands for more and better services continues to grow. To meet those demands, the
technological capabilities of local government must mature dramatically to keep up. To
that end, the responsibilities of IT have evolved to meet those demands. Below are the
current responsibilities of a modern public-sector Information Technology department:

• Technical Services
»» Computers, laptops, tablets, and phones
»» Servers, storage devices, switching and routing devices
»» Desk phones and phone serving devices
»» Video surveillance cameras in use by public safety and at City buildings
»» Door access controls
»» Audio/Visual equipment
»» Cabling infrastructure including copper and fiber optic
»» Software application installation and troubleshooting
• Data Services
»» Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
»» Database maintenance and support
»» Software application deployment
»» Data integration
»» Targeted software development
• Administrative Services
»» Project Management
»» Compliance Development
»» Change Management
• Media Services
»» Website Administration
»» Government Access Channel
»» Desktop Publishing
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Background Information
Information Technology officially became a City Department in late
2016 with the hiring of the Information Technology Director. Prior to
that, the Information Technology staff fell into a division of the Finance
Department. Finance is traditionally where IT started in the public
sector, as Finance was traditionally the first department to start using
technology. The placement has evolved over time, and over the past two
decades organizations realized that IT must be its own department under
the Chief Executive of the organization. This has become best practice in
the public sector for two important reasons:
1) Because IT is a critical component of all City operations, placing it
outside of the purview of any specific department ensures that one
department does not monopolize the service.
2) Because IT utilizes skillsets not emphasized in other City business units,
it should be overseen by a person with the same skillsets, experience,
and leadership.

Information Technology Department Mission:
In partnership with City departments, Information Technology’s
mission is to provide external and internal customers with
needed information, innovation, unparalleled service in local
government, and to improve processes and communication, and
maintain core technology. Accomplishments are to be made in the
most efficient, team-oriented, and fiscally responsible manner
so residents, businesses, visitors, and employees receive the
best service possible.
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Current State
Maturity models
... are excellent concept models to tell a complete story including the
“As Is” and the “Where To” states. IT has included two maturity models
to help explain the current state of technology for the City. The first is
the Technical Services model which is based on the GMIS Technology
Assessment Preparation Program or GMIS TAPP. The second is the
Data Services Maturity Model to describe the data capabilities of the
City.
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Technical Services
The Technology Maturity Model
...encompasses the technology hardware, software, and associated
systems throughout the organization. The criteria used to create the
Technology Maturity Model is based on the GMIS TAPP . The GMIS TAPP
is the beginning phase of a much larger Technology Accreditation
program. It consists of 209 controls that span across 5 areas of public
sector IT including Strategy, Governance, Security, Operations, and
Continuous Improvement. As the City matures, more controls will be
completed and the organization will move toward Accredited status.

*Please note: the maturity models look at the organization holistically. Some departments
business units are more technologically mature than others, but this is balanced with the
entire organization so the results can be skewed slightly.
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City’s Status
The City’s overall status is at an Interim level, or level two, based on the full 209 controls
in the GMIS TAPP assessment scorecard. Below are some areas that staff is immediately
focused on:
• Application Lifecycle: IT staff has been working toward documenting all software
in use by the City and identifying criticality and estimated review periods. A lot of
work has been done on this, but there is significant work to continue this process.
• Technology Hygiene: The city is not very mature in this respect. Patch management is
currently not centrally managed overall. Current software is, overall, not conducive
to mobile platforms. This has caused the City to continue heavy dependence on
Desktops and Laptops, and hinder field work.
• Paper Process: City processes dependent on paper still far outweigh those that are
electronic.
• Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity: The City has taken steps toward a more
resilient environment over the past year, but there is much more work required.
• Policy Development: IT staff has worked to develop some critical policies for
compliance purposes. There is still work to be completed, but these policies take
time to develop and approve.
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Technical Services
Service Requests
The City had no formal technology service request system in place. One of our first
goals was to implement a process to collect and track the day-to-day tasks that IT
was accomplishing.

Service Requests Project Has Two Phases
The first phase was implementing the system with Technical Services and the second
was implementing with Data Services. The first phase came to fruition in April 2017
using a tool provided by CivicPlus called Request Tracker. Request Tracker is included
with the service already provided, so no additional purchase was required. However,
the request tracker program was not designed to be used the way IT is using it. IT can
collect some data (as provided below, but there is more information needed. Phase
two was implemented in January of 2018 and that data is being collected now for future
analysis.
The chart and graph below show the service requests for technology services put into
the system for the 9-month period (April – December 2017). IT estimates that the amount
listed here is 50% of the work IT has accomplished. The system started off very well
with over 100 request tickets submitted, but by October that number had dwindled as
employees regressed back into the custom of calling and sending Emails for requests.
A second effort was made to remind employees to use the system and the by December
the number had grown back to its initial state. The total ticket count by December 31,
2017 was 675. However, IT believes the total request count was closer to 1300. IT will
continue to work to change the culture to using the service ticket system.

Service Requests for 9 months
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Technical Services Continued
The chart shows Police and Fire combined as Public Safety. This is an intended result
because there is a significant overlap of technology between these two departments.
Both departments are technologically mature compared to other departments in the
City, and as such they command more attention from a service perspective. This is not
uncommon in public sector IT, and it is well documented that public safety will account
for 40 – 60% of requests. What is unusual is the small number of requests through Public
Works. This is a direct result of the lack of technology in this department. IT anticipates
this changing over the next year as current projects (Office 365, Enterprise Resource
Planning, and Arc Collector for GIS) will increase the demand for technology service.

Accomplishments

Public Safety Server and Storage Project

• Description
»»Due to the volume of data currently collected by Public Safety, this project increased
the total storage capacity in the City’s network environment and completed
transitioning City servers to a virtualization platform. The latter component
provides more flexibility for server maintenance and greater recoverability in the
event of a disaster.
• Outcomes Impacted
»»Data accessibility for City operations. In coordination with projects in process,
this project brings the city a large step closer in electronic data collection and
data accessibility. This is a foundational piece to much larger outcomes to benefit
all city operations.

Expanded Backup Device

• Description
»»As the need for data expands, additional backup space is required to safeguard
important documents. The data growth is outpacing the existing capacity. This
device provides local backups as well cloud replication for disaster recovery.
• Outcomes Impacted
»»Data backups impact all city departments and operations. Should technology fail
backups provide a safeguard of important data that could occur.
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Technical Services Continued
Accomplishments

Service Requests

• Description
»»Prior to April 1, 2017, the City managed IT service requests through Email and
phone calls. This was a very inefficient process to manage service requests and
created an environment where reporting on the accomplishments in IT was next
to impossible. A feature on the City’s website provided an opportunity, at no
direct cost, to accomplish this process improvement. City staff enters request
tickets into the system, and these tickets can be tracked from entry to resolution.
• Outcomes Impacted
»»The Service Requests project impacts all City operations by properly managing
technology problems. With a central ticketing system, issues are resolved quicker
because multiple IT staff can see the issues and work on them. Faster and more
efficient resolutions means City staff is better enabled to perform services for the
community.

Alternative Technology Option in Fire Department

• Description
»»Microsoft Surface table was placed in a Fire Command vehicle as a pilot project
to find equipment that is rugged enough for field word but has a much lower
cost than fully ruggedized laptops or tablets. Overall, the response by the Fire
Department is very positive.
• Outcomes Impacted
»»The cost savings by this project allowed the Fire Department to purchase
upgraded equipment for the vehicle to help improve service to the community.
Additionally, this model can be replicated for future vehicle equipment in the
same capacity as the command vehicle.
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Technical Services Continued
Accomplishments

Video Conferencing for Training and Processes

• Description
»»Training is a difficult process for the Fire Department. There are rigorous and
frequent training requirements, and in many cases it is difficult to logistically
get all available personnel into one building. IT has helped with this process
to provide a video conferencing tool between all the fire buildings to facilitate
some of the training and keep the firefighters and paramedics in their respective
building and available for calls. Additionally, this technology can facilitate daily
roll call meetings
• Outcomes Impacted
»»Fire has begun using the technology for some training as a pilot, and it has
been successful. Expansion of the program will continue as more training and
meetings are facilitated between meetings. The increased use of this technology
provides a better response to emergencies by keeping firefighters in their base
station. Additionally, communication is improved by allowing a more “presence”
capabilities with meetings.
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Data Services
Data Collection
Data collection is critical to advancing the technological maturity of the City
operations. This is a foundational piece of efforts moving forward. Currently, many
City operations are performed on paper without any cohesive method to collect,
organization, and produce useful information. Reports and public requests for
information must be generated manually and created for every request. This
is not efficient, nor sustainable to continue in a public environment that values
transparency and accountability.
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Data Services Continued

Accomplishments Continued

Creation of a Commercial Property Information Management
Application

• Description
»»This application provides Community Development the ability to update detailed
information on properties within the City. This application was a direct result
of working with Northern Illinois University students as Data Specialist Interns.
These students worked to help develop the database and application.
• Outcomes Impacted
»»This application provides an easy way for the City to update external commercial
Multiple Listing Services. These services are readily accessed by potential
developers and businesses.

Creation of a GIS Collection Utility

• Description
»»The existing data for utilities and other City assets was becoming outdated due to
the speed by which Public Works was able to maintain the utility infrastructure, and
not having the capability to update the City’s database. The GIS collection utility
is a product where Public Works employees can update the asset information in
the field at the time work is completed.
• Outcomes Impacted
»»An example of negative outcomes due to outdated information is inefficient work
where Public Works employees are looking for an asset that may have been moved
during the previous maintenance.
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Data Services Continued

Accomplishments Continued
Online Map Services

• Description
»»Maps are consistently needed for use in projects, and to provide information
publicly. The ESRI system allows the City to create interactive maps online for
staff and the public use.
• Outcomes Impacted
»»Online maps provide mobile capabilities for staff and an easy-to-use, interactive
map for public use. As more data is collected through projects like the ERP and
SmartGov, more information for staff and public use will be available.

Online Parking Ticket Payment

• Description
»»To assist the Police Department with the parking ticket amnesty project, a
convenient, online payment method was needed. Information Technology worked
with Police and Finance to develop the payment gateway and the processes
needed to accomplish the project on a tight deadline.
• Outcomes Impacted
»»Parking ticket recipients are no longer required to make payments in person at
the Police Department. Having more channels to pay for tickets increases the
payment compliance and subsequently decreases the resources needed for
collections.
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Data Services Continued

Accomplishments Continued

Creation of a Master Address and Master PIN tables

• Description
»»These are specific database tables to manage all the Parcel Information Numbers
and addresses related to City services. These tables are deemed “Master” which
means all related information in other systems pull their property information
from these tables periodically to keep up to date. This project was accomplished
working with interns from Northern Illinois University and our IT Planning
Technician.
• Outcomes Impacted
»»This impacts all City services in that it ensures the proper data is available to
all systems. Addresses and PINs for properties change, and to streamline the
process only the Master tables are updated, which subsequently update any
other property tables in other applications.
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Example Outcomes
Raising the Technical and Data Services maturity level in an organization
positively impacts the services provided to the community. Overall,
mature level organizations have the technology and critical data available
in a timely manner to improve service efficiency and effectiveness.
Below are some very high-level examples of how IT investment can
impact outcomes desired by the City:

Customer Service
Technology Maturity Level
A beginning level organization would need time to retrieve records when requested by
a resident or business to the tune of days. Whereas, a mature level organization would
have information available within minutes.

Data Maturity Level

A low maturity level organization will have difficulty providing information to the
community because data will require manual processes to collect data and assemble
it for use. A mature level organization will not only have the data available and
assembled for use, but can begin helping the community by demonstrating positive
changes based on data collected.
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YOUR COMPANY NAME

Example Outcomes Continued
Inspection Services
Technology Maturity Level
A beginning level organization may not catch a series of failed inspections for fire safety
before Police or Public Works enters a building. A lack of mobility with technology does
not provide the ability to capture critical, timely information on-demand. A mature
organization provides critical information in an on-demand manner because data is
entered wherever the services are taking place, at the moment the service is delivered.
Workers in the field would have access to near real-time information to avoid potential
issues.

Data Maturity Level

A low maturity level organization will have manual processes to collect and assemble
information on what events may have happened. Additionally, siloed data makes
gathering critical data a very inefficient process. Moving toward a more mature level,
more data accessibility and related data through integrations will allow employees
access to data when it is needed in an efficient manner. Additionally, a mature level
organization can locate indicators based on data collected to predict when issues are
likely to occur and can take measures to prevent catastrophic issues.

Policing Service
Technology Maturity Level
A beginning level organization does not have a technology replacement program
in place. Technology is purchased individually or in low quantities which leads to
maintenance requiring more time (vehicles down for more time), less available options
for temporary replacements, and spending far more money over time to keep devices in
service well beyond their useful life expectancy. A mature level organization will have a
funded technology replacement program in place. Technology would be replaced 33%
each year to ensure replacement within the device’s life expectancy. Higher volume
of devices purchased at the same time increases maintenance efficiency and ensures
vehicles are in service much more frequently.

Data Maturity Level

A low maturity level organization will have evidence supporting events that have
occurred. This is the essence of a Descriptive state. Moving towards a Diagnostic
state will require more data from additional sources to help explain why something
happened.
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Administrative Services
Administrative Services encompasses the technology governance
for the City which includes compliance development, project
management, and general administrative tasks.
Project management is included in Administrative Services as IT
is typically tasked as the internal project manager for technology
projects. Current projects managed by IT are Enterprise Resouce
Planning, Office 365, and Downtown Wi-Fi.
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Administrative Services
Compliance development is an on going task that Information
Technology works toward in cooperation with other departments.
Such compliances include Payment Card Industry Data Security
Services (PCI-DSS), Criminal Justice Information Systems (CJIS),
HIPAA, Illinois PIPA, and others.

Accomplishments
Compliance Development
• IT implemented very critical plans and procedures within the

first quarter of 2017. These included:
»»Cyber Incident Response Protocol
»»Personally Identifiable Information Breach Notification Plan
»»Data Backup Retention Protocol
• Plans in place for PCI-DSS compliance.
• Constant CJIS evaluation.
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Media Services
Technology Improvements in Council Chambers
• Description
»»The display monitors in the Council Chambers were insufficient (and significantly
outdated – over 10 years old) for attendees to view presentations. Additionally,
there were no capabilities for presenters to provide use their own equipment for
presentations. Four new 60-inch monitors were installed using ceiling mounts
to adjust viewing angles. New digital HDMI cabling was run to replace the
analog VGA cabling. This required new switching and splitting equipment in the
broadcast room to continue broadcast capabilities.

• Outcomes Impacted
»»The City has many engaged citizens that attend meetings regularly. In the event
of the Annie Glidden North initial Council Meetings. The meetings were very well
attended, and presentations by staff and consultants were incredibly difficult for
many in the room to view. The updated technology provides excellent viewing for
all attendees throughout the room.

Upgraded Channel 14 Broadcast Equipment
• Description
»»The equipment used to record, schedule, and broadcast meetings on Channel 14
and the City’s YouTube channel had exceeded 8 years in age which is beyond the
equipment’s expected life. In addition, the equipment was causing issues where
meeting recordings were failing, and where presentations were interrupted by
technical issues. New computers were purchased, and the various software
components were upgraded.
• Outcomes Impacted
»»The community is always welcome and encouraged to attend meetings in person,
but that is not always possible. To help keep the community engaged, the City
provides the Government Access Channel 14 and the YouTube channel. When a
recording or broadcast fails, it causes breaks in communicating with the public.
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Media Services Continued
Website
• Description
»»The detailed information regarding the performance of the website was delivered
in the 2017 Media Report. However, IT worked with the City’s Management
Analyists and the community to make changes for the website to be as userfriendly and informative as possible. For example, departments have addressed
issues with their respective sites to update and reorganize information.
• Outcomes Impacted
»»The website is a main digital channel for information about the City. The City
entered an agreement with CivicPlus to provide a website meeting multiple
criterion. The first is to address Americans with Disabilities Act compliance
issues with the City’s previous website. The criteria met was to create a site that
has dynamic sizing to be inherently mobile-friendly. Finally, the website needed
a content management component. CivicPlus provided these, and additional
services to assist with operations including agenda management, bids and
proposals, and a ticketing system.
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Next Steps
Next Steps
Downtown Wireless Internet Project
• Description
»»Staff is working to build in a complementary wireless Internet system. This project
is broken into two parts. The first is building out the initial infrastructure with a
limited number of access points. The second part is working with Northern Illinois
University and a private partner to extend the wireless Internet throughout the
downtown business district. In addition to the WiFi, the City and NIU will receive
valuable, anonymized usage information.
• Outcomes Impacted
»»The project has an impact on several levels. The obvious impact is providing
complementary Internet access to the public. But the benefits to the community
go much further. The anonymous usage data can provide insight for economic
development and public safety for the City, and insights for NIU.
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Next Steps
Next Steps
Enterprise Resource Planning System
• Description
»»As noted in the technology and data maturity model, the City has significant
deficiencies in its data collection processes. The best approach to improve the
situation is to provide a software application that encompasses multiple City
processes. This approach is typically called an Enterprise Resource Planning
system. The benefits of an ERP are a central place to collect data where it is usable
by multiple departments. The additional benefit is the value add of paying less for
multiple applications that can operate together.
»»The City has completed a Request for Proposal, reviewed demonstrations, site
visits, negotiations, and staff is ready to present a recommendation to the City
Council.

• Outcomes Impacted
»»The outcomes are too numerous to list here. A system implementation like this has
significant impact on the City’s operations. The immediate impact is transitioning
processes from paper to electronic. In addition, having multiple departments
access data will break down silos to improve processes. This project works directly
toward the Council’s goal of reducing operating costs to those within our means.
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Next Steps
Next Steps
Office 365 Project
• Description
»»The City has been purchasing an on-premise Email server and purchasing Microsoft
Office Licensing. Office 365 is a cloud based subscription service that provides
e-mail, office suite products, and storage within Microsoft’s Government Cloud.

• Outcomes Impacted
»»Office 365 will provide a great technology tool for all City employees. The newest
version of Office will be available for everyone. Office 365 will also provide
enhanced collaboration tools like SharePoint and OneDrive. This will empower
users to collaborate with each other in a shared space environment that will
provide them more information to service the public. This project works directly
toward the Council’s goal of reducing operating costs to those within our means.

SmartGov Installation for Permitting
• Description
»»SmartGov is software designed for Community Development. The software provides
a central location for property maintenance and tracking. This software allows
data such as permitting, inspections, and much more to be stored, accessed, and
maintained.

• Outcomes Impacted
»»SmartGov will provide more efficient and effective electronic processes to replace
current paper-based processes. This project works directly toward the Council’s
goal of reducing operating costs to those within our means.
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Long Term Plan
What staff has provided so far is the short term, fundamental steps needed to continue
the City’s progress toward technological maturity and contributing to the City Council’s
short term strategic goals. Keeping an eye toward the future, IT recommends working
toward the following technology goals.

Technology Replacement Program
• This investment would help reduce overall costs of technology and resources. By setting
an active replacement through a maintained fund, the City’s expenditures can be leveled
off, and technology will be replaced regularly as opposed to holding equipment far
beyond its expected life and spending more than the replacement cost through repairs.

Connected City Initiatives

• DeKalb has productive partnerships with Frontier, Comcast, Syndeo/DFO, Northern
Illinois University, and DeKalb County. The fiber optic network infrastructure in the City
is extensive and can be a competitive advantage. Even in its current state, there is more
that can be done, but it can provide an advantage toward bridging the digital divide,
advancing the services to the community, and attracting residents and businesses
looking for a connection advantage.

Security Audit

• Currently, the IT Department is building policy and working towards compliance in areas
such as PCI-DSS, HIPAA, 815 ILCS 530, CJIS, and others. By 2020, the City should conduct
a security audit to test the measures put in place and identify any shortcomings.

Next Generation Mobility

• The City has embraced a technology called Virtualization to better utilize server computers,
thereby reducing the server costs by running more software on less machine. Using
similar technology for the desktop, the City would benefit by using far less expensive
equipment, such as Chromebooks or iPads, for employees without sacrificing the
computing power of a full desktop computer. This contributes directly to the Council’s
goals of reducing costs by the ability to purchase less expensive equipment.
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▶▶ Doug Eaton
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▶▶ Mark Lovell
Media Services Consultant
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